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Overview

● Use of API and ORCIDs in ADS
● The Unified Astronomy Thesaurus
● Annotating All Knowledge Coalition
● Authorship and Contributor Roles
● Software Citation Principles
● Software Publishing
● Places where this stuff is discussed



API access tied to Bumblebee accounts



ADS API access tied to Bumblebee accounts



ADS API Usage



ORCID Claiming and Indexing in ADS

Claiming since 1/1/2016:
● 917 users
● 50,011 papers
● 81,000 unique claims

Record indexing as of 4/1/2016:
● 14,500 publisher records
● 48,942 claimed+validated 

records
● 62,934 records with at least 

one ORCID mapping





Annotating All Knowledge Coalition

Group of publishers, information 
providers, tech firms announce plans 
to work together towards open, 
portable annotations based on the 
Hypothes.is platform.  This includes 
Wiley, CrossRef, PLOS, Project 
Jupyter, HighWire, arXiv and ADS
http://www.nature.
com/news/annotating-the-scholarly-
web-1.18900
https://hypothes.is/annotating-all-
knowledge/ 
https://hypothes.is/for-publishers/
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Envisioning a Scholarly Annotation Layer
● It must be built on an open but standard framework that enables global 

discovery and community enrichment.

● It must support granular annotation of elements in all key formats, and across 

different representations of the same content (e.g. PDF vs HTML).

● There must be a diversity of interoperable annotation systems.

● These systems must be fully accessible to humans, and machines that will 

use APIs to create and mine annotations.

● It must be possible to identify people, groups, and resources in global ways, 

so that sharing, discovery, and interconnection can span repositories and 

annotation services.



Authorship and Contributor Roles

The Contributor Roles Taxonomy project 

(Project CRediT) emerged to address 

recognition that the concept of ‘authorship’ in 

producing scientific scholarly output is outdated 

and no longer fit for purpose. Project CrediT 

aims to provide transparency to the 

contributions of researchers to scholarly 

published work, to enable discoverability and to 

improve attribution, credit, and accountability.

Contributor roles currently used by: Cell, PLOS, 

Nature.  Is this the long-term destiny for all?
http://casrai.org/credit 
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Software Citation 
Principles
Published in April 2016, follows the data 
citation principles:

● Importance
● Credit and Attribution
● Unique Identification
● Persistence
● Accessibility
● Specificity

https://www.force11.org/software-citation-principles 
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Software Publishing

Now many options available for “[pP]ublishing” and taking credit for Software:

● Put it on Github/Bitbucket/<insert favorite repo here> with a CITATION file 
specifying how you would like to be acknowledged

● Make a release and push the code to a preservation system such as Zenodo 
(DOI is minted and code release is preserved)

● Write a minimal software paper in a publication such as the Journal of Open 
Source Software: http://joss.theoj.org (code review is applied)

● Write a full paper describing the software in an appropriate journal such as 
Astronomy & Computing, A&A or in AAS journals (new - see http://journals.aas.
org/policy/software.html) 
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Where some of this stuff is discussed


